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Improving Student Health and Learning through Outdoor Activity 
 
To: Cincinnati Board of Education 
From: CPS Outside, a Network of Community Partners 
Submitted: June 18, 2020 
 
Summary 
When students return to school in the fall there will be a need to work through trauma, rebuild 
community, strengthen social-emotional skills and healthy habits and physically spread students out 
over the school campus. Of course there will also be a lot to learn! Spending quality time outside on 
a regular basis can help meet all of these goals. Members of the CPS Outside Network, representing 
dozens of educational institutions, parks and recreation districts and other experts, are here to 
support the Cincinnati Public Schools staff and students. We can bring our professional skills to bear 
to build the capacity of the District to engage students through an inspirational and fun learning 
environment - the great outdoors!  Specifically, we are ready to train school staff in best practices for 
outdoor learning and play, and support increased outdoor after-school and holiday break 
programming at Community Learning Center hubs.  
 
Not only can time outdoors be a tool to support physically distant learning, time outdoors has been 
shown to provide a myriad of physical, emotional and educational benefits. By creating a strong 
partnership between outdoor educators and schools and by providing equitable and regular access 
to the outdoors for all of our CPS students we are supporting the physical wellbeing of our students 
and creating the next generation of active, engaged, and civic-minded leaders.  
 

Strategic Plan Connection 
The Health and Safety goal lists two of its strategies as: 

● 2.2: Develop and deepen external collaborative relationships and internal positive school 
culture practices to provide a secure and supportive way to achieving a positive learning 
campus. 

● 2.3: Provide safe school facilities that promote active and healthy lifestyle choices for 
students while developing students who are environmentally responsible. 

 
The Community Engagement and Influence goal, has a strategy of: 

• 3.1: Expand and leverage Community Learning Centers throughout the District by interfacing 
CPS schools with their neighborhoods, involving school community stakeholders willing to 
help remove barriers and create opportunities for learning, thereby deepening the 
inextricable link between our schools and our communities. 

 
The CPS Outside network has formed to help CPS implement these strategies hand-in-hand.  
 
Who We Are 
CPS Outside is a network of organizations and individuals equipped to get diverse student 
populations outside to learn about the natural world, environmental stewardship, personal well-being 
and themselves. We envision a school district where all students have access to outdoor experiences 
and environmental education, regardless of their economic status or family support for such 
activities.  
 
This team was initiated a year ago to build collaboration between CPS and the Cincinnati Park Board. 
It expanded to include additional public agencies, environmental and outdoor recreation education 
organizations, and other stakeholders. Last fall it became an Impact Team facilitated by Green 
Umbrella, Greater Cincinnati’s regional sustainability alliance. Over the years, the organizations we 
represent have built strong relationships with individual CPS teachers, principals, resource 
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coordinators and other staff, which have been our inroads into scheduling engaging programming 
for thousands of students a year. But as staff move on to new roles, connections are lost and 
projects are abandoned. We are passionate about making sure that ALL students in the District, not 
just those with teachers who love the outdoors, have the opportunity to experience the benefits of 
time in nature. 
 
Members of the team have pledged to work collaboratively to: 

● Equitably connect teachers and other school staff with high-quality programming and outside 
learning options, that help them meet state standards and social-emotional-health needs; 

● Empower more teachers to feel comfortable taking students outside; 
● Increase utilization of outdoor spaces on school campuses and walkable greenspace and 

historic destinations;  
● Embed environmental education and time in nature into the District's guidelines, helping it to 

fulfill its strategic goal. 
 
In the last several months our work has taken on an increased sense of urgency as we have pivoted 
resources to help CPS teachers and families get outside as part of remote learning. Member 
organizations have developed content to support families with a wide range of comfort levels 
spending time outside. We are poised to offer a set of strategies to help CPS continue to support 
students, families and teachers as they adjust to the changed learning environments of this year.  
 
Key stakeholders who are engaged in the CPS Outside team include: 

● Environmental education organizations (many of whom are members of Greater Cincinnati 
Environmental Educators): Adventure Crew, Camp Joy, Camping and Education Foundation, 
Cincinnati Museum Center, Cincinnati Nature Center, Cincinnati Observatory, Cincinnati Zoo & 
Botanical Garden, Civic Garden Center, Gorman Heritage Farm, Groundwork Ohio River 
Valley, Imago,  Keep Cincinnati Beautiful, Mill Creek Alliance, Northside Greenspace, 
ORSANCO/FORE  

● Park/Rec Districts: Cincinnati Parks, Cincinnati Recreation Commission, Great Parks of 
Hamilton County 

● Public Agencies: OSU Extension/4-H, Hamilton County Soil and Water Conservation District, 
Hamilton County Recycling and Solid Waste District, Hamilton Co. Planning & Development 

● Advocates for and experts in time outside and sustainable design: Leave No Child Inside, 
New Adventures (mental health counseling), University of Cincinnati’s Arlitt Center for 
Education, Research and Sustainability, Greater Cincinnati Native American Coalition, Little 
Duck Creek Task Force, emersion DESIGN, Green Cincinnati Education Advocacy 

● CPS community: school board member, principal, teacher, resource coordinator, curriculum 
coordinator, parents, Community Learning Center Institute staff 

The Problem 
We know at this point that our world will not go back to a full “normal” after the pandemic. We also 
know that our “normal” did not include adequate access to nature among our city’s youth. And while 
some of our CPS families are enjoying a family renaissance, others are living through the worst of 
times. Many children have parents who are essential workers going to their jobs on the front lines. 
Families are dealing with the loss of loved ones or jobs, food insecurity and housing instability. The 
COVID-19 pandemic is a “perfect storm” creating stress that can negatively impact children’s mental 
and physical health and behavior. But at a time when there are so many unknowns, tools are 
available to help mitigate the harms that children experience and to help them turn stressful 
situations into opportunities for growth. 
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The Solution 
In hundreds of studies, experience in nature is associated with increased happiness, social 
engagement, and manageability of life tasks, and decreased mental distress. In addition, nature 
experience is linked to improved cognitive functioning, memory, attention, imagination, creativity, 
and school performance. These links span many dimensions of human experience, and include a 
greater sense of meaning and purpose in life. We believe CPS students can benefit from time outside 
as part of their school experience in order to:  

● build community and develop leadership skills,  
● build mental resilience and increase social-emotional learning in a natural setting shown  to 

improve  emotional  health,  
● be physically active and form healthy lifestyle habits, 
● prepare for careers, 
● increase physical distancing between students to decrease COVID-19 transmission, 
● form connections to the natural world that will increase their commitment to environmental 

responsibility, and 
● keep students engaged in hands-on cross-curricular learning that helps them master learning 

objectives and meet state standards. 
 
Many school campuses in our District are rich places to spend time outdoors, or are within walking 
distance of parks or other greenspace. Our network of partners recognizes that it can be daunting to 
move a classroom into a new environment. We want to help CPS staff feel comfortable taking 
students outside so the students can fully utilize these resources at their doorsteps. Cincinnati Parks 
created a map detailing the greenspaces that are within a quarter-mile of school campuses 
(enclosed). These natural and recreational areas could be field trip sites (no bus needed) that allow 
teachers and partners to create memorable learning experiences while building community, social-
emotional skills and a sense of place. 
 
CPS Outside has developed three complementary approaches to support more time outside for ALL 
students, each of which presents a unique piece of the solution.  

1. Professional development for teachers and other staff to increase their comfort level and 
toolkit for educating and supervising students outside. 

2. Increased outside afterschool programming supported by world-class organizations. 
3. Programming during school breaks at Community Learning Centers to keep students 

engaged on days off from school (and provide relief for parents).   
 
We also believe there is an opportunity for nature-based organizations to serve as Lead Agencies for 
CLCs so they can help to coordinate such activities for the entire student body and the community 
the CLC serves. 

 
How Our Network Can Help 
The following are three community proposals that lay out the details of each of the potential 
partnerships we have envisioned for the next two years. In each area we have provided suggestions 
for a more typical school year as well as how we can support staff and students this summer and fall 
to launch the school year successfully. 
 
Outdoor Afterschool Programming  

There are several successful models of afterschool partnerships that provide our CPS students with 
unique hands-on outdoor experiences, which reinforce and extend classroom curriculum and social-
emotional skills. The Afterschool component of the partnership would build upon these successful 
models and experiences. It would rely on existing and new partnerships between schools, afterschool 
providers such as the YMCA and CRC, and the Outdoor Educators in this network.  
Goals of Outdoor Afterschool Programming  
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● To provide equitable access to nature and the outdoors, facilitated by trained educators, and 
supported through quality experiences and curriculum. 

● To provide the many benefits of time outdoors to our students. These include benefits to 
mental and physical health, as well as scientifically proven educational benefits. 

● To create a scalable model by building upon already existing partnerships between schools, 
afterschool providers and outdoor educators. Once created and tested, this model could be 
extended to serve more students. 

● To test new models of afterschool programming, which are not reliant on being at the school 
building, as a way to increase participation and access. 

 
How A Typical Afterschool Partnership Might Look 
Before An Afterschool Session Begins: 

● Outdoor educators meet with school partners to present the outline of the experiences and 
curriculum for the afterschool session.  

● School partners provide feedback and guidance to outdoor educators. Outdoor educators 
use this feedback as a way to ensure that the afterschool experience reinforces classroom 
learning and meets students’ needs.  

 
During the Afterschool Session 
Session Length: 8 - 12 weeks. Each week consists of 1-2 meetings per week and each meeting lasts 
1.5 - 2 hours. All of these dates and times are dependent on the school and partners’ existing 
schedules and frameworks. 
 
Partners/Roles: 

● School Facilitator: The school provides a teacher/coach/paraprofessional to be the in-house 
liaison and representative for attendance, curriculum support, parent communications, school 
to afterschool routines, etc. 

● Afterschool Partner: In certain situations the partnership would include an Afterschool 
partner, such as when the primary provider of afterschool is not the school, but rather an 
outside organization (such as the Cincinnati Recreation Commission).  

● Facilitator from CPS Outside Network: CPS Outside provides a facilitator for each school site. 
This individual is there consistently to run programming, to assist partner organizations in 
delivering programming, and to develop continuity and relationships with the children. The 
Facilitator can also choose to invite guest presenters from other organizations to lead 
individual sessions.  

 
Afterschool Sessions at Home - A new approach 
The onset of COVID-19 has created an entirely new challenge for our schools, our students, our 
families and our outdoor educators. This challenge has been met head-on with creative approaches, 
most of which rely on providing education experiences virtually. Many outdoor education 
organizations are currently providing virtual experiences in lieu of typical summer programming. The 
skills they are developing can be deployed in the context of afterschool. By providing access to 
online resources, quality materials and virtual facilitation, afterschool students could participate in 
great outdoor education experiences from home. This new approach could vastly increase access to 
quality outdoor education and create a new generation of young naturalists who go to their yards 
and nearby parks to explore and discover the natural world around them.  
 
Outdoor Break-Day Programming 

Cincinnati Public Schools are hubs for communities through the nationally-recognized Community 
Learning Center model. The CPS CLC model enables our school buildings to be accessible and used 
during times when schools are closed: PD days, breaks, and summer. This untapped time provides a 
unique opportunity for partnerships to provide continued learning, safe spaces, childcare solutions, 
and equitable access to outdoor experiences. 
 
Goals of Outdoor Break-Day Programming 
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● Ensure all students throughout the District have access to a variety of programming: both a 
chance for “survey” and a chance to dig deeper if students connect with a particular 
organization, and its mission. 

● Create hubs that are inclusive of all kids, and accessible to all children.   
● Develop hubs that support parent/community needs by offering programming for a range of 

ages, meeting guardian needs during break times.  
● Partner organizations provide the majority of programmatic support, so there is a minimal 

commitment for District staff. 
 
We envision a set of hubs that: 

1. Have programming where organizations complement one another, students’ interests, and 
the unique outdoor resources on and near the host site. 

2. Meaningfully serve all families, with at least one hub in each of east, west and central 
geographic zones. 

3. Serve various age groups to support families with multiple children. 
4. Leverage existing CLCs in order to partner with School Based Health Centers, lunch programs 

and other partnerships at the locations.   
 
We are in the process of assessing our network’s current school relationships, and potential to use 
walkable greenspace, in order to determine ideal locations for hub sites. One of our planning 
committee members, the Cincinnati Museum Center, has already mapped out what several weeks of 
CLC-based summer camp could look like for multiple age groups. Other partners are learning new 
ways of conducting programming this summer as they explore virtual camps for the first time, and 
are developing activities that may translate smoothly to this type of program. In fact, there are 
opportunities in place that could be expanded to include a larger population of CPS students given 
support and outreach from the District.  There may even be the capacity to conduct some break 
programming in August if all of the pieces fall into place. 
 
Professional Development for Outdoor Learning 

Hands-on outdoor instruction fundamentally changes both where and how teachers work with their 
students. Teachers may feel hesitation as they approach outdoor learning opportunities since most 
have no experience with learning outside of a traditional classroom. Teachers are also likely to 
struggle to connect their curriculum to the outdoors. The goal of our network’s Professional 
Development component is to educate teachers, administrators, and parents about the value of 
outdoor learning for students’ development, and help all CPS schools cultivate stimulating outdoor 
environments and activities at their sites. An outdoor classroom can be created and used with almost 
every curriculum, for any population of children, and in virtually any education program.  
 
Cincinnati Public Schools can partner with environmental and nature-based organizations, local 
universities and experienced volunteers to increase training for teachers ready to expand their 
outdoor education skills. If the goal is to use school grounds as outdoor classrooms for learning, it’s 
ultimately those teaching the children who are going to make that happen, and who will determine 
the quality, frequency, and long-term impact of that learning.   
 
Our approach to Professional Development opportunities for outdoor learning is accomplished in 
three phases so as to best ensure successful integration and long-term sustainability.  
 
Phase I 
Summer 2020 

● Identify a cadre of outdoor Teacher Champions, those already experienced with taking 
students outside and comfortable with managing outdoor “classrooms.” These teachers will 
be showcased as “early adopters” and invited in later phases to help mentor colleagues.  

● Survey teachers to learn what they and their students most need in order to offer quality 
education outside. 
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● Target pilot schools where available green space, teacher champions and supportive 
administration already exist. Based on our experience, such schools could include, but not be 
limited to: 

○ Parker Woods Montessori 
○ Rothenburg Elementary 
○ Rockdale Elementary 
○ Pleasant Hill Academy 
○ Gamble Montessori High School 
○ Covedale Elementary 
○ Clark Montessori High School 

● Provide on-line professional development opportunities for teachers who may be ready to 
engage during summer 2020. There are a few no-cost options available through our local 
universities and by our CPS Outside partners including a series recently released by UC’s 
Arlitt Center for early childhood educators.  

 
Opening of 2020-21 School Year 
When schools reopen, we want educators to feel comfortable taking students outside. Breaking the 
student body into inside and outside locations throughout the day will increase physical distancing 
and help students and teachers build community surrounded by fresh air and sunshine. Our network 
is excited to support schools with on-site trainings to help them use key learning and play features of 
their campuses and nearby parks or historic sites. The Civic Garden Center is developing a Walk & 
Talk pilot program which they plan to deploy at 5 schools. Other partners in our network, including 
Cincinnati Parks, can provide comparable programming to help educators get to know their outdoor 
resources and how to connect them to the curriculum. The Civic Garden Center will also be offering 
an expanded School Garden teacher workshop series and Green Umbrella is hosting an Educator 
Summit for those interested in incorporating agriculture education and gardening into schools. 
 
Phase II 
Once we have learned from CPS teachers and administrators what would be most helpful to them 
regarding training incentives, outdoor classroom learning content, and curriculum support, CPS 
Outside will: 

● Design professional development opportunities for teachers wanting to begin outdoor 
learning with their students and those who are experienced but looking for additional ideas. 
Curriculum will include blended learning using a mix of online and outside experiences.  

● Identify high-quality, affordable PD resources that already exist. Preliminary research 
conducted by CPS Outside has already identified a number of resources that will reduce costs 
and time needed for implementation.  

 
Phase III 
We will work with CPS to develop and adopt a model where teachers receive CEU’s for the outdoor 
learning professional development courses they complete and leadership they provide. We also see 
a need to develop a cadre of student assistants from local colleges and senior retirees to assist 
teachers in outdoor learning. Students enrolled in service learning courses and retirees engaged in 
existing sustainability, gardening and horticulture networks could be targeted for recruitment. 
 

Conclusion 
We look forward to continuing conversations with the Board of Education and Administration to 
better understand how the CPS Outside Network could support the District in increasing outdoor 
equity for its students, creating rich programming at CLCs, and developing environmentally 
responsible, healthy and active students.  
 
 
 

 

https://www.uc.edu/ce/continuing-education-courses/APELS.html
https://www.uc.edu/ce/continuing-education-courses/APELS.html
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This map depicts Cincinnati Greenspace that is within 1/4 mile distance from Cincinnati Public Schools.
Greenspace is defined as public space managed by the following departments: Cincinnati Park Board,
Cincinnati Recreation Commission, Board of Education, Mill Creek Alliance, Cincinnati Zoo, and 3CDC.

Please Note: Some greenspace and parks are not contiguous and are selected because a portion of the boundary is within the 1/4 mile buffer area.
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By: Matthew DiBona
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